Here is another case requiring some coordination with Navy. This case was solved by an
Count Service. It deals with a proposal made by a German
We have reason to believe the sub is bringing crypto replacements, if that could be prevented there is a good possibility that the Germans would have to begin re-running the present 1-time pads or else go back to GEC system. I wonder if a definite attempt should not be made (1) to try to pick up the sub to shore signals when the sub is getting close, and (2) to get the sub before any landing can be made. This is perhaps a good subject for next A-N Conference.
From: Berlin
To: Argentine
Date: 3 June 1944
German - #950-953(Incl.)

INCA 580:

To INCA 563 and SARGO 322: Basic instructions. JOLLE will attempt to make contact with Necochea, Miramar or Mar del Plata, in the prearranged sequence, at about the end of June. Contact at any of these places will depend on outlook and weather conditions. Necochea is preferable. Because your message No. 322 was garbled we ask whether OP (radio operator?) is located in Miramar (area). If so, O.K. OP must be ready on 15 June so that he can coddle JOLLE continuously for the purpose of establishing final contact. Red Center will give you JOLLE's pet name and pertinent details. Give us cover addresses for Necochea, Miramar and Mar del Plata as quickly as possible, so that JOLLE can be instructed by us. Direct notification forbidden. JOLLE accompanied by VALIENTE and COBIJA and about 30 "protectors"*. Count upon the latter in preparations. JOLLE will step out on the dance floor with its own partners at which point you will relieve the letter. From this point on the job of the maids of honor is your affair. No mistake is possible because COBIJA can dance with the (radio) operator at a long distance. Aunt JOLLE cannot receive any visitors longing for Germany **. Further instructions currently. The word "business failure" must not exist in your vocabulary. Good Luck.

* "Fraesservativen"

** Because the German word for victory (SIEG) is used as a cover name for "Germany", the following alternate meaning is possible: "Aunt JOLLE cannot receive any visitors yearning for a victory."

NOTE: Portions of this message are garbled and are possibly subject to revision.
From: Berlin
To: Argentina
Date: 3 June 1944

German - #950-953-INC.

NIQT MOEGLIQ K DA J COBIJA J LAENSE ABSTAENDIG
J OP J TANZEN KANN XXX TANTE J JO X JO J
KANN KEINE J SIEZ X SEHNSUCHTIGEN J BESUQER EMPFANGEN
X WEITERE WEISUNGEN LAUFEND X DAS WORT GESQAEPFT-
SPLITE DARF IN EUREM LEXIKON NIQT EXISTIEREN X
HALS UND BEIN BRUQ X J INCA J FUNF AQT NUL JSK